ANTEA (Parapente Mag nr.118)
From the three excellent solo gliders tested in this edition, there’s one eye catching thing with
the SKY ANTEA : his magnificient finish quality…
Let’s say first that the constructor has his own manufacture in Czech Republic, he is therefore at
the right place to check the manufacturing process from A to Z, with the will and search of
excellence. The Sky Antea is not a glider for everybody. It is presented as a leisure glider,
performant and accessible to regular pilots. Into the product range, ANTEA is placed over ATIS 2
and BRONTES 2 (standard) and under ARES 2 (hi-performance) and ERIS 3 (competition).
Antea is offered in four sizes; the one I tried is the M (75-95 kg weight range), certified EN C for
two reasons : a short brake travel (65 mm) and asymetrical collapse using speed system. Now we
know !
With an aspect ratio of 5,5 for 11,63 wide span, the wing looks sharpened. The 59 cells have
decreasing openings fron the center to the wingtips, which have 4 closed cells. The leading edge is
reinforced with nicely finished diagonals. Cells are grouped by three, then two toward the stabilos.
Inside, there’ a tape that cross the span from a wingtip to the other at the « D » location, plus
smaller tapes here and there in order to rigidify the canopy and prevent any accordion movement.
The cells openings are rigidified by a discrete piece of trilam. The finish at the bottom part of the
leading edge is a fold of the fabric edge covered by a nylon bias. All the center part is composed of
a two parts line cascade while the wingtips are divided in three. The lines are thin and sheathed.
The risers (A,B,C,D) are soft and very well finished. The Sky speed system with 2 pulleys is
placed between A and B risers. The half rigid brake handle holds by magnets on D riser. No big
ears kit but only a distinctive line. No swivel on the brakes but instead a pretty stainless « D »
buckle. The breaking system produces a pinching of the wingtips by sliding into small plastic
rings. The ensemble is nice, light and without luxury. The transport bag is fine, soft and offers
enough space to accomodate all the equipment. It is also easy to fold and store in any harness and
let the glider breathe because of the fabric’s porosity. On the back, there’s a lack of extra padding
but the bag is easily adjustable. Difficult to get all in the same time !
LIGHT AND PRECISE
Into inflation, this light glider rises easily. A little overpitching tendency demands to keep an eye
on. But it’s not a real problem as the glider inflates with steadiness and without strenght. Into
strong wind, the Antea comes over the pilot by itself, after a light impulse. Without wind, it is
recommended to give a crescent shape to the glider in order to get an homogeneous inflation.
Launching, as I’m on the top of the weight range, is quite fast. I measured a stable speed of 41 km/
h. Gliding ratio at this speed is between 9 and 9,2. Excellent! Fully accelerated, I reach 53 km/h
(with a signifiant effort to push the second step of the speed bar).
Brake travel ? I confirm 65 cm, the effort goes from 2 kg at 30% of brake travel, to almost 6 kg
before stall at 24 km/h. Difficult therefore to get into trouble. Antea clearly warns by a sudden
increasing of the brake effort. Most of the piloting is executed with very little brake and the glider
responds especially well to weight shift. Turning is very precise, starts quickly and allows to get
the perfect angle without much effort. The glider is in one piece, solid. At the test load, collapses
in general, more or less important, are extremely rare. Even if I initiate a tuck by myself, I don’t
have time to react before it is reopened!

Antea is well suited to pilots who like precision
THERMALS
Indeed, with this performant canopy, Antea glides, advance without grumbling and bites the
thermal. The glide decreases just a bit on the first third of the speed bar and allows a comfortable
and stable 45 km/h. In thermal, it’s so obvious to find the right angle and the right curve with the
Antea. The little adjusments are made by weight shift. Antea is very very manoeuvrable. You can
pilot it by a finger. A finger ? thanks to a handle that combines lightness, soppleness and
comfort : a small bar that goes on the high side on the handle allows to choose the right contact
with the brake line. It’s more than clever comparatively to the metalic and plastic bars of other
brands that tangle so often at inflation ! The communication with the glider is excellent; the feeling
is present right from the contact of the handle. Into weak conditions , it’s a great advantage to feel
everything and be able to drive the glider exactly where you want. Yes, Antea is remarkably
efficient into weak conditions, hanging on any thin thermal. Feel free to ask to Nicole, a famous
pilot from the Roquebrun’ailes club who doesn’t dry up praises for his lovely Antea…
The big ears are easy to execute, simply by pulling more or less on the outer lines of « A ». In this
way, the manœuvres are made by weight shift with precision and without swiftness. The release
of the lines activate the reopening of the closed cells immediately. In 360, the leading edge leans
toward the ground very quickly and the glider dive into a spiral that exceeds – 10 m/s very fast.
The Antea stays very stable, easy to manœuvre. Exit of 360 will have to be countered by a frank
readjusment of the position in the harness combined with a light action of the brake.
For three weeks which I fly, alterning Antea and Windtech Zephyr, I confess a preference for the
Sky, who offers more swiftness on the pitching axis and a bit more on overall performances. The
short brake travel is an advantage for a got used pilot. The game on the pitching axis contributes
to pleasure by a frank revival of the speed.
As a free-style wing, the Antea will make happy many pilots. Precise, agile, solid and very
reactive, it allows to achieve very nice manœuvres fast. A good point furthermore.
Return to the ground is classical. Brakes off in final, the collected speed allows to brush by the
ground and ends in a classical landing. The Antea has been tried out by several pilots searching a
glider of such level and the feedbacks were always excellent, concerning the glider’s homogeneity,
its beautiful turn and its resistance to collapse. The pitch stability is more accentuated than on a
Gradient Aspen 2. This glider, designed by Alexandre Paux (also designer for Mcc Aviation and
Pro Design) reminds me on many points the Jalpa that I tested a few months ago.
CONCLUSION
A very successful wing, distinguished, light and dynamic, combining in a ideal way performance
and subtlety of piloting. The EN C certification reflects well a demanding glider concerning the
short brake travel, but without trap nor hidden vice. The Antea delivers the goods brillantly. It
intends therefore for the experienced pilots in search of precision. An excellent cross-country
glider.

+ Homogeneous, safe and solid
Perfect turn (smooth and precise)
Performances, finish

-

A demanding glider due to the short brake travel

